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Cyclin/Cdk-Dependent Initiation
of DNA Replication in a Human Cell-Free System
Torsten Krude, Mark Jackman, Jonathon Pines, 1993). In higher eukaryotes, the situation is more com-
plex in that different catalytic cyclin-dependent kinaseand Ronald A. Laskey
Wellcome Trust/Cancer Research Campaign Institute (Cdk) subunits associate with different cyclins at spe-
cific times to regulate progression through the cell cycleTennis Court Road
Cambridge CB2 1QR (reviewed in Heichman and Roberts, 1994; Nurse, 1994;
Sherr, 1994). Experiments with antibodies, antisenseand Department of Zoology
Downing Street RNA constructs, or ectopic expression of cyclin genes
indicate a role for cyclins D, E, and A in inducing theUniversity of Cambridge
Cambridge CB2 3EJ G1-to-S phase transition in somatic mammalian cells in
vivo (Girard et al., 1991; Pagano et al., 1992; OhtsuboUnited Kingdom
and Roberts, 1993; Resnitzky et al., 1994; Wimmel et
al., 1994; Ohtsubo et al., 1995; Resnitzky and Reed,
1995).Summary
Direct biochemical analysis of replication initiation in
eukaryotic somatic cells has been impeded by the lackWe describe a cell-free system from HeLa cells that
of an efficient mammalian cell-free DNA replication sys-initiates DNA replication under cell cycle control. G1
tem to complement cellular and genetic approaches.but not G2 phase nuclei initiate replication when coin-
Existing cell-free DNA replication systems are inade-cubated with S phase nuclei in cytosolic extracts from
quate for studying the initiation of chromosomal DNAS phase but not from G1 or G2 phase HeLa cells. S
replication for two reasons.phase nuclei oran S phase nuclear extractare required
First, viral cell-free systems, such as that derived fromfor the initiation of semiconservative DNA replication
Simian Virus 40 (SV40) and its somatic hostcells, dependin G1 nuclei but not for elongation in S phase nuclei.
on essential viral control elements, namely cis-actingS phase nuclear extract could be replaced by recombi-
DNA viral sequences such as the origin of bidirectionalnant human cyclins A and E complexed to Cdk2 but
DNA replication and trans-acting initiator proteins suchnot by Cdk2 alone or by human cyclin B1 complexed to
as T antigen (reviewed by Challberg and Kelly, 1989;Cdc2. In S phase cytosol, cyclins A/Cdk2 and E/Cdk2
Stillman, 1989). Both control elements are virus encodedtriggered initiation synergistically.
and serve to overcome the cellular once per cell cycle
replication control, allowing viral DNA runaway-replica-Introduction
tion in the infected cell nucleus.
Second, cell-free systems derived from activatedInitiation of DNA replication is a key step of the cell
eggs of the frog Xenopus laevis can replicate vertebratedivision cycle. A plethora of intra- and extracellular sig-
cell nuclei under early embryonic cell cycle controlnals are integrated during G1 phase into a decision to
(Lohka and Masui, 1983; Blow and Laskey, 1986; New-withdraw from the division cycle or to initiate S phase
port, 1987; Murray and Kirschner, 1989). These earlyand hence to proliferate (Heichman and Roberts, 1994).
embryonic cycles differ significantly from the cell cyclesOnce S phase is initiated, control mechanisms ensure
of most somatic vertebrate cells. They are very rapidthat all chromosomal DNA is replicated before chromo-
and consist of alternating S and M phases without in-somes are segregated into the two daughter cells at
tervening G1 and G2 phases. Therefore, key regulatorymitosis (Nurse, 1994).
steps of the somatic cycle, the G1-to-S and the G2-Cell fusion experiments demonstrated that G1 nuclei
to-M transitions, are formally absent in early embryonicbut not G2 nuclei are induced to initiate DNA replication
cycles. Furthermore, the duration of S phase in the em-when introduced into S phase cells (Rao and Johnson,
bryonic cycle (25 min) is more than an order of magni-1970; Harris et al., 1966). These results indicated that S
tude shorter than in the somatic cycle (approximately 8phase cells contain specific dominant factors that trig-
hr). Although these cell-free systems are valuable forger DNA replication and are evolutionarily conserved.
identifying enzymatic and structural aspects of DNA rep-Unreplicated G1 nuclei, the physiological substrates,
lication, they are limited when studying the somatic cellinitiate, while rereplication in G2 nuclei is prevented until
cycle control of initiation.they have undergone mitosis (reviewed by Romanowski
Here, we describe a novel cell-free system from so-and Madine, 1996).
matic human cells that obeys somatic cell cycle con-Genetic evidence from S. cerevisiae provided inde-
trols. With this system, we analyze the factors that trig-pendent evidence for an inducer of S phase (Hartwell,
ger the initiation of DNA replication insomatic cell nuclei.1974). The protein kinase CDC28 is a key regulator of the
Nuclei from G1 phase but not from G2 phase HeLa cellsyeast cell division cycle (reviewed by Nasmyth, 1993). It
initiate semiconservative DNA replication in the pres-associates with different regulatory CLN and CLB cyclin
ence of cytosolic and nuclear factors from cellssynchro-subunits throughout the cell cycle to execute cell cycle–
nized in S phase. Nuclear factors can be replaced byspecific functions in a temporally regulated way. Associ-
human cyclins A and E complexed to their cognate ki-ation with G1 and S phase–specific cyclins, followed by
nase Cdk2, which synergistically trigger initiation of DNAthe posttranslational activation of the catalytic subunit,
is essential for the onset of S phase in yeast (Nasmyth, replication in vitro.
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Figure 1. Initiation of DNA Synthesis in G1 Phase Nuclei Coincubated with S Phase Nuclei in an Extract from Human S Phase Cells
HeLa cells were synchronized in the G1 and S phases of the cell cycle, and nuclei were prepared as described under Experimental Procedures.
(A) Analysis of the cell cycle position of these nuclei by flow cytometry.
(B) DNA synthesis in G1 and S phase nuclei coincubated in an S phase cytosol in vitro, analyzed by confocal fluorescence microscopy. An
S phase nucleus elongating DNA synthesis in vitro (bottom) and a G1 phase nucleus that initiated DNA synthesis in vitro (top) are shown in
each panel. The label incorporated in vivo (BrdU) prior to preparation is shown as green in the left lane, label incorporated in vitro (biotin-
dUTP) is shown as red in the middle, and a digital merge of both labels is shown in the right lane. Scale bar, 10 mm.
(C) Quantitative analysis of the coincubation. The percentages of nuclei that only incorporated biotin-dUTP in vitro (grey bars) and of nuclei
that incorporated both BrdU in vivo (black bars) and biotin-dUTP in vitro are plotted against the ratio of S to G1 phase nuclei in the coincubation.
(D) S phase nuclei induce DNA synthesis in coincubated G1 nuclei in a dose-dependent manner in vitro. Data are expressed as percentages
of G1 phase nuclei in the reaction that incorporated label only in vitro as specified under method 1 in Experimental Procedures.
(E) Efficiency of in vitro initiation in G1 nuclei as a function of their position in the G1 phase. G1 nuclei were prepared at the indicated times
after release from mitosis and coincubated with S phase nuclei at a 1:1 ratio. The percentages of G1 nuclei initiated in vitro were determined
as in (D).
Results the thymidine analog bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) in vivo
for the last 2 hr before preparation to allow a clear identi-
fication of nuclei that had been in S phase already. SG1 Phase Nuclei Initiate DNA Synthesis
and G1 phase nuclei were then incubated at definedWhen Coincubated with S Phase Nuclei
ratios in a cytosolic extract prepared from S phase cells,and Cytosol
supplemented with nucleoside and deoxynucleoside tri-As an initial step to establish a human cell-free system
phosphates. These reactions contained biotin-16-dUTPfor the initiation of DNA replication, we sought to adapt
as a marker for DNA synthesized during the in vitropermissive conditions observed in cell fusion experi-
incubation. Indirect fluorescence microscopy was usedments. In fusions between HeLa cells synchronized in
to determine the number of nuclei incorporating labelS and in G1 or G2 phase, only G1 phase nuclei but not
G2 phase nuclei initiated DNA replication in the hetero- in vivo and in vitro (Figure 1B). S phase nuclei efficiently
elongated DNA replication under these conditions (Fig-karyon (Rao and Johnson, 1970). We therefore first syn-
chronized HeLa cells in the G1 and S phases of the cell ure 1B bottom nucleus and 1C) (Heintz and Stillman,
1988; Krude, 1995). G1 phase nuclei incubated withoutcycle and isolated nuclei from these cultures (Figure
1A). Replicating DNA in these nuclei was prelabeled with added S phase nuclei did not initiate DNA replication to
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a significant extent in vitro (Figure 1C). In contrast, a
coincubation of equal amounts of G1 phase nuclei with
S phase nuclei led to the initiation of DNA synthesis in
a significant fraction of the G1 phase nuclei (Figure 1B
top nucleus and 1C). In every nucleus that initiated DNA
synthesis in vitro, we observed a pattern of replication
foci typical for early S phase (Figure 1B top nucleus),
whereas nuclei that were already in S phase showed
patterns of foci characteristic of later stages of S phase
(Figure 1B bottom nucleus).
The efficiency of initiation of DNA synthesis in G1
phase nuclei was analyzed by varying the ratio between
G1 and S phase nuclei. The percentage of G1 nuclei
initiating in vitro clearly depended on the amount of
coreplicating S phase nuclei (Figure 1D). Nuclei pre-
pared throughout the first 5 hr of S phase induced DNA
synthesis with similar efficiencies (data not shown). We
conclude that replicating S phase nuclei provide factors
that induce initiation of DNA synthesis in neighboring
G1 nuclei.
We observed that G1 nuclei prepared at distinct times
after release from mitosis differed in their efficiency to
initiate DNA synthesis in this system. We therefore pre-
pared nuclei between 2 hr and 9 hr after release from
mitosis and incubated them with an identical number of
S phase nuclei. Nuclei from all stages of the G1 phase
initiated DNA synthesis under these conditions, how-
ever, a higher proportion of late G1 phase nuclei initiated
DNA synthesis than nuclei from earlier stages of G1
(Figure 1E). We conclude that nuclei acquire a higher
capacity to initiate DNA synthesis as they progress
through G1.
We have considered the important possibility that Figure 2. In Vitro Initiation of DNA Synthesis in G1 Phase Nuclei,
some nuclei synthesizing DNA in vitro may have initiated but Not Elongation in S Phase Nuclei, Depends on S Phase Cytosol
DNA replication in vivo but not yet accumulated suffi- and a Kinase Activity
cient BrdU for detection by immunofluorescence mi- G1 phase nuclei (7 hr postmitosis) were coincubated with S phase
nuclei at a 1:1 ratio in cytosolic extracts from G1, S, and G2 phasecroscopy. These nuclei would then appear as false-posi-
cells as indicated. A reaction performed in the presence of DMAPtives. This possibility is excluded by experiments
is shown in the right lane.described below.
(A) Percentages of prelabeled S phase nuclei that continued replica-
We first investigated the contribution of the cytosolic tion in vitro, determined by fluorescence microscopy.
extract to the initiation of DNA synthesis in vitro and (B) Percentages of G1 nuclei that initiated DNA synthesis in these
prepared cytosolic extracts from cells synchronized in reactions in vitro, determined as in Figure 1D.
(C) Time course of the initiation in G1 nuclei coincubated with SG1, S, and G2 phase. All of these extracts permitted
phase nuclei at a 1:1 ratio in an S phase cytosolic extract. Reactionsefficient elongation of DNA synthesis in S phase nuclei
were stopped at the indicated times, and the percentages of G1(Figure 2A). In contrast, only S phase but not G1 or G2
nuclei that initiated DNA synthesis were determined as in (B).phase cytosolic extracts supported efficient initiation of
DNA synthesis in G1 nuclei upon coincubation with S
phase nuclei (Figure 2B). Next, we asked whether initia-
This conclusion is further supported by the timetion or elongation of DNAsynthesis depended on protein
course of the initiation of DNA synthesis in G1 nuclei.kinase activities by supplementing reactions with the
Individual nuclei initiate asynchronously following ap-kinase inhibitor 6-dimethyl-aminopurine (DMAP) (Figure
proximately first order kinetics during the first 2 hr of2). Clearly, elongation in Sphase nuclei was not inhibited
the incubation (Figure 2C). As ongoing DNA synthesisby DMAP (Figure 2A) while, in contrast, the initiation of
in S phase nuclei becomes apparent after 5 min in vitroDNA synthesis in G1 phase nuclei is inhibited by DMAP
(Krude, 1995), false-positives should be detectable afterby at least one order of magnitude (Figure 2B). Similar
that time and should not continue to increase in numberresults were obtained when late G1 phase nuclei taken
over the entire duration of the incubation.at 9 hr postmitosis were used (not shown). Each of these
results rules out the possibility that nuclei scored as
G2 Phase Nuclei Do Not Initiate DNA Synthesisinitiated in vitro were in fact early S phase contaminants
We investigated the ability of S phase cytosol and nucleithat had not yet acquired sufficient label in vivo for
to discriminate between unreplicated (G1) and repli-detection by fluorescent microscopy. These false-posi-
cated (G2) nuclei as substrates. Nuclei were isolatedtives would also have been labeled in cytosolic extracts
from G1 or G2 cells and in the presence of DMAP. from cells synchronized in the G2 and S phases of the
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Figure 3. G2 Phase Nuclei Do Not Initiate
DNA Synthesis In Vitro in the Presence of S
Phase Nuclei and Cytosol
HeLa cells were synchronized in the G2 and
S phase of the cell cycle, and the nuclei were
isolated.
(A) Analysis of the cell cycle position of these
nuclei by flow cytometry.
(B) DNA synthesis in G2 and S phase nuclei
in vitro. The percentages of nuclei that only
incorporated label in vitro (grey bars) and nu-
clei that incorporated label in vitro and in vivo
(black bars) were determined by indirect fluo-
rescence microscopy. The ratios of S to G2–
phase nuclei are indicated.
cell cycle (Figure 3A) and incubated at defined ratios in of an S phase cytosol, the initiation in vitro depended
on a nuclear extract from S phase cells (Figure 5A right).a cytosolic extract from S phase cells. The numbers of
nuclei that synthesized DNA in vivo, prior to preparation, Nuclear extracts from G1 and G2 phase cells did not
initiate DNA synthesis. Addition of increasing amountsand during the incubation in vitro were determined by
fluorescence microscopy (Figure 3B). All S phase nuclei of nuclear extract from S phase lead to a dose-depen-
dent increase of G1 nuclei initiating DNA synthesis inelongated DNA synthesis under these conditions. The
preparation of G2 phase nuclei contained approximately vitro, and this initiation was inhibited by the kinase inhibi-
tor DMAP (Figure 5B). The percentage of G1 phase nu-35% of late S phase contaminants, shown by BrdU label-
ing in vivo. These also continued DNA synthesis in vitro. clei that initiated DNA synthesis increased with first
order kinetics for about 2 hr (Figure 5C). It is importantImportantly, no initiation of DNAsynthesis was observed
in true G2 phase nuclei (unlabeled with BrdU) coincu- to note that Figure 2 shows that S phase nuclei elon-
gate DNA synthesis efficiently under these conditions,bated with S phase nuclei in a cytosolic S phase extract
(Figure 3B). Therefore, we conclude that these in vitro namely in G1 or G2 cytosol and without requiring nuclear
extract. This rules out thepossibility that those G1 nucleiincubations obey cell cycle controls. DNA synthesis initi-
ates efficiently only in G1 phase nuclei but not in G2 designated as having initiated DNA synthesis in vitro
were in fact unlabeled S phase contaminants.phase nuclei.
In summary, the coincubation experiments described The maximal percentage of G1 phase nuclei initiating
in vitro could not be increased by higher concentrationsabove clearly demonstrate that it is possible to reconsti-
tute in vitro the conditions that initiate human DNA syn- of nuclear extract or by longer incubations (Figures 5B
and 5C), but it varied between different preparations ofthesis specifically in G1 but not in G2 nuclei (Rao and
Johnson, 1970). nuclei (Figure 5). To test whether this number correlated
with G1 phase progression, we prepared nuclei from
cells synchronized in G1 phase at different times afterS Phase Nuclear Extracts Can Replace S Phase
Nuclei, Initiating DNA Synthesis in G1 release from mitosis. The maximal percentage of G1
phase nuclei initiating in vitro clearly increased up tobut Not in G2 Phase Nuclei
To reduce the complexity of the system, we replaced 38% during the progression of G1 phase (Figure 5D). A
similar increase through G1 was seen in coincubationthe inducing S phase nuclei with soluble nuclear extract
from S phase cells. When this extract was added to experiments (Figure 1E). Importantly, nuclei prepared
from G2 phase cells did not initiate DNA synthesis (Fig-reactions containing G1 phase nuclei and S phase cyto-
solic extract, DNA synthesis initiated in some G1 phase ure 5D).
nuclei (Figure 4A), which showed patterns of replication
foci characteristic of early S phase (Figure 4B, upper
nucleus). S Phase Nuclear Extract Triggers
Semiconservative DNA ReplicationThis initiation in vitro depended on the cytosolic ex-
tract from S phase cells. Cytosolic extracts from G1 or in G1 Nuclei
To confirm that DNA synthezised after initiation in vitroG2 phase cells did not allow efficient initiation of DNA
synthesis in the presence of nuclear extract from S is due to semiconservative DNA replication, we used
BrdU substitution and density gradient centrifugation.phase cells (Figure 5A left). Conversely, in the presence
Initiation of Human DNA Replication In Vitro
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Figure 4. Initiation of DNA Synthesis in G1 Phase Nuclei In Vitro in the Presence of a Soluble Nuclear Extract from S Phase Cells
Nuclear and cytosolic extracts were prepared from S phase cells. G1 phase nuclei were incubated in the extracts, without added S phase
nuclei, in the presence of biotin-dUTP.
(A) Representative field of nuclei synthesizing DNA in vitro in the absence (left) and in the presence of an S phase nuclear extract (right).
(B) Identification by confocal microscopy of G1 nuclei that initiated DNA replication (top) by prelabeling contaminating S phase nuclei (bottom)
with BrdU in vivo. Sites of nuclear DNA synthesis in vivo and in vitro are shown for the same nuclei as detailed in Figure 1B.
G1 nuclei were incubated in replication reactions con- S Phase Cyclins and Cdk2 Can Replace the Nuclear
Extract and Trigger Initiation of DNAtaining BrdUTP, radioactively labeled dATP and a cyto-
solic extract from S phase cells. After a 2 hr incubation, Synthesis in G1 Phase Nuclei
We were able to replace the initiating nuclear extractgenomic DNA was analyzed by density gradient centrifu-
gation. A low level of DNA was synthesized in the ab- from S phase cells with preparations of recombinant
human cyclins and their cognate Cdk’s.sence of an S phase nuclear extract, but it was of in-
termediate density between unsubstituted (LL) and We expressed in baculovirus human Cdk2 alone or
complexed to S phase cyclins A and E and, as a control,hemisubstituted DNA (HL) (Figure 6, open symbols),
consistent with repair or only partial replication. In con- mitotic cyclin B1 complexed to Cdc2. Purified kinases
were added to reactions containing G1 phase nuclei andtrast, the much larger amount of DNA synthesized in the
presence of theS phase nuclearextract was hemisubsti- cytosolic extract from S phase cells in the absence of
nuclear extract. Both cyclin A/Cdk2 and E/Cdk2 trig-tuted (HL) with BrdU (Figure 6, closed symbols). No DNA
rereplication resulting in fully substituted DNA (HH) was gered initiation of DNA replication in some G1 phase
nuclei (Figure 7A), inducing early S phase patterns ofdetectable. These data show that this system initiates
(and efficiently elongates) a single round of semiconser- replication foci (Figure 7B). Note that Figure 2 shows
clearly that S phase nuclei elongate preinitiated DNAvative DNA replication in S phase extracts from human
cells. replication in S phase cytosol without any requirement
for exogenously added cyclin–Cdk complexes, consis-We next quantitated the amount of DNA replication
in S phase cytosolic extract by measuring the incorpora- tent with their resistance to the kinase inhibitor DMAP.
Similarly, S phase contaminants in Figures 7A and 7Btion of a32P-dAMPs into nuclear DNA (Table 1). S phase
nuclei efficiently elongated DNA replication in vitro and, elongated whether or not cyclin/Cdks were added.
The percentages of G1 nuclei initiating DNA replica-after 2 hr of incubation, had replicated about 10% of
their diploid genomic DNA content, which is equivalent tion in vitro were quantitated by fluorescence micros-
copy (Figure 7C). Cyclin B1/Cdc2 and Cdk2 alone didto about 50% of the replication rate observed in vivo
(Table 1, [a]). In G1 phase nuclei, DNA synthesis was not trigger initiation of DNA synthesis in vitro. However,
cyclin A or E complexed to Cdk2 induced DNA synthesisonly seen in the contaminating S phase nuclei present
in the preparation (see Figures 1 and 4), albeit ata slightly with moderate efficiency. Importantly, a combination
of cyclins A and E complexed to Cdk2 initiated DNAreduced efficiency (Table 1, [b]). To minimize S phase
contaminants, we used mid-1 phase nuclei taken 6 hr synthesis synergistically (Figure 7C) at the same maxi-
mal efficiency as observed with an S phase nuclearafter release from mitosis. Importantly, in the presence
of an S phase nuclear extract, DNA replication was initi- extract (see Figure 5). The same conclusions were drawn
when the initiation efficiency was plotted against theated in about 10% of the G1 nuclei in vitro and elongated
at an efficiency that was comparable with that of S phase specific histone H1 kinase activities of the cyclin–kinase
preparations (not shown, but see Experimental Proce-nuclei that had initiated in vivo (Table 1, [c] and [d]). We
conclude that G1 nuclei initiate DNA replication in the dures). The initiation in G1 nuclei, but not the elongation
in S phase contaminants, was inibited by DMAP (datapresence of nuclear and cytosolic extracts from S phase
cells in vitro and elongate at the same rate as in preiniti- not shown), indicating that kinase activity is required for
initiating DNA replication in vitro. Addition of S phaseated S phase nuclei.
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Figure 6. Semiconservative DNA Replication Initiated In Vitro
Buoyant CsCl density gradient centrifugation of DNA synthesized
in vitro in the presence of BrdUTP and aP32-dATP. G1 phase nuclei
were incubated in S phase cytosol, supplemented either with S
phase nuclear extract (closed symbols) or extraction buffer (open
symbols) for 2 hr. Labeled nuclear DNA was prepared and fraction-
ated on CsCl density gradients. The positions of fully substituted
(HH), hemisubstituted (HL), and unsubstituted DNA (LL) are indi-
cated.
We conclude that cyclins A and E, both complexed
to Cdk2, act synergistically to trigger the initiation of
DNA replication in G1 nuclei.
Discussion
We used extracts and nuclei from synchronized cells to
establish a human cell-free system that initiates DNA
replication under cell cycle control. Nuclei from G1
phase but not from G2 phase HeLa cells initiated DNA
replication in vitro. This reaction depended on cytosolicFigure 5. Quantitative Analysis of the Initiation In Vitro in Soluble
and nuclear factors from S phase cells.Cell-Free Extracts
(A) G1 phase nuclei were incubated in cytosolic extracts from G1,
De Novo Initiation of SemiconservativeS, or G2 phase HeLa cells in the presence of an S phase nuclear
extract (left) and in S phase cytosolic extract in the presence of DNA Replication In Vitro
nuclear extracts from G1, S, or G2 phase cells (right). The percent- Initiation of DNA synthesis in G1 phase, but not elonga-
ages of G1 phase nuclei that initiated DNA synthesis in the reaction tion in S phase nuclei, depends on S phase cytosol
were determined as described under methods 1 and 2 in Experimen-
and a signal from S phase nuclei. This signal can betal Procedures.
functionally replaced by a soluble nuclear extract from S(B) Titration of S phase nuclear extract. S phase nuclear extract was
phase cells and with the same efficiency by recombinantadded at the indicated amounts to reactions containing G1 phase
nuclei and S phase cytosolic extract, in the absence (closed sym- human cyclins A and E complexed to Cdk2 (see below).
bols) and in the presence of DMAP (open symbols). These proteins are predominantly nuclear during late
(C) Time course. Reactions containing G1 phase nuclei and S phase G1 and S phase (Girard et al., 1991; Pines and Hunter,
cytosolic and nuclear extracts were stopped at the indicated times.
1991; Dulic et al., 1992; Koff et al., 1992; Pagano et al.,(D) Analysis of the nuclear template efficiency during G1 phase
1992; Rosenblatt et al., 1992; Ohtsubo et al., 1995).progression and in G2 phase. Nuclei were prepared at various times
It is important to note that elongation of DNA replica-after entry into G1 phase and in G2 phase and incubated with cyto-
solic and nuclear S phase extracts. The indicated maximal percent- tion in S phase nuclei preinitiated in vivo did not depend
ages of nuclei that initiated DNA synthesis in vitro were determined on S phase extracts. It was also observed in cytosolic
as described under method 2 in Experimental Procedures. and nuclear extracts from G1, S, and G2 cells and in
the absence of nuclear extract, consistent with previous
reports (Heintz and Stillman, 1988; Krude, 1995). Thisnuclear extract to optimal concentrations of cyclins
A/Cdk2 and E/Cdk2 did not further increase the effi- excludes the possibility that the synthesis that we attrib-
ute to initiation in G1 nuclei could have been due tociency of in vitro initiation (data not shown). Interestingly,
higher concentrations of cyclins A/Cdk2 and E/Cdk2 nuclei that had already crossed the G1-S boundary in
vivo, as these would have replicated in G1 cytosol or inadded together inhibited the initiation in vitro in a dose-
dependent manner (Figure 7C), suggesting a possible the absence of S phase nuclei, nuclear extract, or cyclin/
Cdks (Figure 2). They do not (Figures 1, 2, and 4–7).negative feedback control mechanism.
Initiation of Human DNA Replication In Vitro
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105 Nuclei replicating (%) Nuclei
(a) “S phase nuclei” 1 buffer 182 95.0 191
(b) “G1 phase nuclei” 1 buffer 9a 8.2a 134a S phase contaminants
(c) “G nuclei” 1 S nuclear extract 32 19.3 167 including S phase
contaminants
(d) true G1 nuclei 1 S nuclear extract 23 10.9 211 excluding S phase
contaminants [(c)–(b)]
a Shown to be S phase contaminants by prelabeling in vivo (see Figure 4). G1 phase nuclei were prepared in mid-G1 (6 hr postmitosis) to
minimize the percentage of S phase contaminants.
Similarly, the kinase inhibitor DMAP inhibits initiation in vivo and are hence already committed to enter S phase
in response to inducing signals (Zetterberg et al., 1995).G1 nuclei but not elongation in S phase nuclei (Figures
2 and 5). This subpopulation would increase in the population of
G1 cells as they progress through G1. We are currentlySeveral lines of evidence indicate that the DNA syn-
thesis initiated in G1 phase nuclei in vitro is due to true testing cyclin D and its cognate kinases for a role in this
progression.semiconservative DNAreplication and not toDNA repair.
First, in density substitution experiments, DNA synthe- An additional difference in the efficiency of initiaton
in vitro was detected with the two experimental ap-sized in G1 nuclei after initiation in vitro was fully hemi-
substituted with BrdU (Figure 6). Second, the DNA syn- proaches described in this paper. In coincubation exper-
iments, up to 50% of early G1 nuclei initiated. For latethesized in a G1 nucleus after initiation in vitro was
always localized at discrete subnuclear replication foci G1, this value was as high as 85% (Figure 1, and data
not shown). In contrast, in the soluble systems, the effi-in a pattern typical for early S phase in human cells
(Figures 1, 4, and 7). In contrast, S phase nuclei elongat- ciencies were <5% for early G1 nuclei and up to 38%
for late G1 (Figures 5 and 7). It is therefore possible thating in vitro continued DNA synthesis at replication foci
that were already active in vivo (Krude, 1995), with pat- S phase nuclei, but not the soluble extracts and the
recombinant proteins, could sequester or inactivate in-terns of replication foci that were typical for all stages
of S phase, including mid and late S (see Nakayasu and hibitors of initiation present in early, and to a lesser
extent, in late G1 nuclei. These hypothetical inhibitorsBerezney, 1989; Krude et al., 1996 for references). Third,
the rate and amount of DNA synthesized per G1 nucleus could be one or more of the known inhibitors of G1
cyclins and their Cdks, such as p21Cip1, p27Kip1, or pro-after initiation in vitro was almost identical to the rate
and amount of DNA synthesized per elongating S phase teins encoded by the INK4 gene family (reviewed by
Draetta, 1994; Sherr, 1994; Sherr and Roberts, 1995),nucleus (Table 1). This DNA synthesis was inhibited by
30 mg/ml aphidicolin, an inhibitor of DNA polymerases or they could be related to yeast p40Sic1 (Nugroho and
Mendenhall, 1994; Schwob et al., 1994). However, thisa and d (not shown). Furthermore, DNA replicated in vitro
was efficiently assembled into chromatin (not shown), possibility must be treated cautiously since an addition
of excess recombinant cyclins A/Cdk2 and/or E/Cdk2excluding mitochondria or contaminating bacteria as
substrates for this DNA synthesis. did not increase further the efficiency of early G1 nuclei
to initiate in vitro (Figure 7, and data not shown),whereasTaken together, these data indicate that DNA synthe-
sis initiates de novo in G1 nuclei in vitro, and that it overexpression of G1 cyclins in vivo could alleviate
inhibitor-mediated G1 arrest (Sherr and Roberts, 1995,is semiconservative DNA replication with dynamic and
morphological characteristics of early S phase. and references therein).
In the Chinese hamster cell line CHOC400, a mid-G1
phase transition point specifies the usage of specificEfficiency of Initiation of DNA Replication
in G1 Nuclei In Vitro origins of replication in late G1 (Wu and Gilbert, 1996),
at a time which correlates with the increased initiationThis cell-free replication system enabled us to investi-
gate contributions of the G1 phase of the cell cycle to efficiency of late G1 nuclei that we observed in human
cell extracts (Figures 1 and 5), implying a possible mech-the initiation of DNA replication in vitro. The maximal
ability of G1 nuclei to initiate correlated with their posi- anistic link between these two phenomena.
These observations are all consistent with a multisteption in G1 phase (Figures 2 and 5), increasing as cells
progressed through G1 phase. The control experiments activation pathway operating in G1 phase that prepares
a G1 nucleus to initiate S phase only in very late G1.discussed above ruled out the possibility that this obser-
vation was due to increasing contamination with very
early S phase nuclei that had not yet accumulated suffi- Cyclin A/Cdk2 and Cyclin E/Cdk2 Are Required
to Initiate S Phase in G1 Nucleicient label in vivo for detection by fluorescence micros-
copy (Figures 2 and 5). One interesting possibility is that Recombinant human cyclin A/Cdk2 and cyclin E/Cdk2
triggered the initiation of DNA replication in vitro syner-G1 phase nuclei triggered by cyclin–Cdk2 complexes
to initiate in vitro are derived from a subpopulation of gistically up to the maximal efficiencies obtained with
nuclear extract from S phase cells (Figures 5 and 7, andcells that had passed the restriction point in mid G1 in
Cell
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data not shown). A combination of both cyclins and
nuclear extract did not further increase the efficiency of
initiation in vitro (data not shown). It is therefore very
likely that the cyclin–Cdk2 complexes and the nuclear
extract activated the same targets to trigger initiation
of DNA synthesis in G1 phase nuclei. Consistent with
this model, the S phase nuclear extract had histone H1
kinase activity and contained cyclin E, cyclin A, and
Cdk2 proteins detectable by immunoblotting (data not
shown).
Our data strongly support in vivo studies that show
a role for cyclins A and E complexed to Cdk2 in the
G1-to-S transition in the cell cycle (Girard et al., 1991;
Pagano et al., 1992; Ohtsubo and Roberts, 1993; Resnit-
zky et al., 1994; Wimmel et al., 1994; Ohtsubo et al.,
1995; Resnitzky et al., 1995). We have shown that cyclin
A/Cdk2 and E/Cdk2 act synergistically in the initiation
of DNA replication. The two cyclin–Cdk complexes
therefore appear to act through two separate pathways
that either converge in late G1 or act in succession, with
active E/Cdk2 probably preceding A/Cdk2 to trigger the
G1-to-S transition, as the expression of cyclin E pre-
cedes cyclin A in the cell cycle (Girard et al., 1991; Pines
and Hunter, 1991; Koff et al., 1992; Rosenblatt et al.,
1992; Henglein et al., 1994; Ohtsubo et al., 1995). Higher
concentrations of cyclins A/Cdk2 and E/Cdk2 together
dramatically inhibited the initiation of DNA replication in
vitro (Figure 7C). The reason for this is unknown.
The mitotic cyclin B1–Cdc2 complex is not only un-
necessary for the G1-to-S transition in this system (Fig-
ure 7) but appears to be inhibitory for initiation in vitro
(data not shown). This is consistent with the known role
of this cyclin in the regulation of mitosis (Nurse, 1990,
1994).
The cell cycle dependency of this in vitro system is
more complex than the in vitro system for initiation of
SV40 DNA replication (D’Urso et al., 1990). For SV40
DNA, either S phase cytosol, or G1 phase cytosol sup-
plemented with heterologous cyclin A/Cdc2 or cyclin
B/Cdc2, allows T antigen to initiate DNA replication
(D’Urso et al., 1990).
The human system and Xenopus egg extracts distin-
guish between G1 and G2 cell nuclei (Figures 3 and 5)
(Leno et al., 1992). However, these two systems are
fundamentally different. In early Xenopus embryogene-
sis, short S phases alternate with mitoses in the absence
of G1 and G2 phases. Extracts and nuclei from human
somatic cells used in this study therefore appear to
reflect more closely the activities operating in the G1-
to-S phase control than extracts from Xenopus eggs.
We are currently comparing the human and Xenopus
systems directly to investigate the differences in cell
cycle regulation.Figure 7. Cyclins A and E Complexed to Cdk2 Initiate DNA Synthe-
sis In Vitro The development of a human cell-free system that
initiates semiconservative DNA replication under cellRecombinant human cyclins E, A, and B1 were coexpressed with
their kinase partners Cdk2 and Cdc2, purified and added to reac-
tions containing a cytosolic extract from S phase cells and G1 phase
nuclei (9 hr postmitosis) as substrates.
(A) Representative field of nuclei synthesizing DNA in the presence with BrdU in vivo. Only the merged image is shown as detailed in
of biotin-dUTP in vitro. Replication reactions were supplemented Figure 1B.
either with buffer alone (left) or a combination of cyclins A and E (C) Titration of recombinant cyclins and kinases. The percentages
complexed to Cdk2 (right) and viewed by fluorescence microscopy. of G1 phase nuclei that initiated DNA synthesis in the reaction were
(B) Identification by confocal microscopy of G1 nuclei that initiated determined as described under method 2 in Experimental Proce-
DNA replication (right) by prelabeling S phase contaminants (left) dures.
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These extracts were apparently free of nuclei since residual nu-cycle control allows a wide range of future experiments
clear material in the extracts could not be detected by microscopyby fractionation, protein addition, and selective immu-
(not shown).nodepletion of target proteins. This should allow further
insights into the control of DNA replication and its cou- Preparation of Recombinant Baculoviruses
pling to the cell cycle in human cells. A his6 affinity epitope was added to the carboxy-terminus of human
Cdc2 and Cdk2 (Lee and Nurse, 1987; Tsai et al., 1991) cDNAs by
polymerase chain reaction. The Cdc2 and Cdk2 cDNAs were clonedExperimental Procedures
into the XmaI and SpeI sites of the baculovirus expression vector
pAcA4 (Belyaev and Roy, 1993). Human cyclins A and B1 (PinesCell Culture and Synchronization
and Hunter, 1989, 1990) were cloned into the XbaI and BglII sitesHeLa-S3 cells were cultured as exponentially growing monolayers
of pAcA4. Human cyclin E (Koff et al., 1991) was a gift of E. Firpo, J.on 145 mm plates in DME-medium (GIBCO), supplemented with 5%
Roberts, and D. Morgan andwas cloned into the pVL941 baculovirusfoetal calf serum (GIBCO), 10 U/ml penicillin (Sigma), and 0.1 mg/
expression vector. Recombinant baculoviruses were generated us-ml streptomycin (Sigma).
ing the BaculogoldTM system from PharMingen (San Diego, CA).To prepare S phase nuclei or extracts, cells were synchronized
in S phase by a single block in culture medium containing 2.5 mM
Expression and Partial Purification of Humanthymidine (Sigma) for 25 hr (Rao and Johnson, 1970), followed by
Cyclin–Cdk Complexesa release into culture medium for 2 hr. To prepare very early S phase
To express human cyclin A/Cdk2, cyclin E/Cdk2, and cyclin B1/
nuclei, two sequential 25 hr blocks in 2.5 mM thymidine were used,
Cdc2 complexes, Sf9 insect cells were coinfected with the cyclin A
separated by a 12 hr interval without thymidine (Rao and Johnson, and Cdk2, cyclin E and Cdk2, and cyclin B1 and Cdc2 recombinant
1970). Cells at various stages of S phase were obtained by releasing baculoviruses, respectively, at a multiplicity of infection of 5 for each
very early S phase cells into culture medium for the times indicated recombinant baculovirus. Each cyclin–Cdk complex was purified
under Results. Cells were synchronized in G2 phase by releasing from an 800 ml infected cell culture (1.5 3 109 cells) using a Ni21
cells blocked in very early S phase into culture medium for 9–10 hr. affinity column to isolate complexes containing Cdk2 or Cdc2. In-
Transit into G1 was inhibited by adding40 ng/ml nocodazole (Sigma) fected insect cell cultures were harvested 60 hr postinfection,
for 5 hr prior to preparation. Accumulating mitotic cells were re- washed in 10 mM HEPES NaOH (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl, and 1 mM
moved from the preparation of G2 nuclei by selective detachment EDTA, and lysed in ice-cold lysis buffer (10 mM HEPES NaOH [pH
during the washes in hypotonic buffer (see below). Cells in G1 phase 7.4], 25 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride,
were obtained by releasing cells blocked in very early S phase into 1 mg/ml leupeptin, antipain, chymostatin A, and pepstatin A) by
culture medium for 3 hr, followed by adding 40 ng/ml nocodazole dounce homogenization. Immediately following homogenization,
(Sigma) for an additional 12 hr to arrest them in mitosis (Johnson NaCl in the lysate was adjusted to 0.3 M. Lysates were cleared by
et al., 1993). These mitotic cells were then released into fresh culture spinning at 20,000 3 g for 15 min and then at 100,000 3 g for 30
medium for 6 hr unless otherwise indicated. min; 5 mM MgCl2 was then added to the resulting supernatant before
Cell cycle synchronization was verified by flow cytometry of iso- passing by gravity through Ni21 NTA-agarose affinity columns (0.5
lated nuclei. One million nuclei were directly stained with propidium ml; Qiagen). After loading Ni21–NTA columns with supernatant, the
iodide (5 mg/ml in phosphate-buffered saline containing 0.4% Triton columns were washed with 50 column volumes of wash buffer (10
X-100) and analyzed by FACScan (Becton Dickinson) and the Lysis mM HEPES [pH 7.4], 0.5 M NaCl, 10% v/v glycerol, 5 mM imidazole,
II software. Data are presented as histograms showing relative DNA and 1 mM phenylmethylsolfonyl fluoride). Bound proteins were
content (x-axis) and cell number (y-axis). eluted with 50 mM imidazole in wash buffer. Cyclin–Cdk(his)6 com-
plexes were separated from monomeric Cdk(his)6 and other contam-
inants by injecting imidazole eluate into a Sephacryl S-200 26/60Preparation of Nuclei
gel filtration column (Pharmacia) that had been pre-equilibrated withNuclei were prepared as described (Heintz and Stillman, 1988;
gel filtration buffer (25 mM HEPES NaoH [pH 7.5], 200 mM NaCl,Krude, 1995) with minor modifications: cells were washed twice with
and 1 mM EDTA 10% v/v glycerol). Gel filtration fractions wereice-cold hypotonic buffer (20 mM potassium-HEPES [pH 7.8]; 5 mM
assayed for histone H1 activity by carrying out histone H1 kinasepotassium acetate, 0.5 mM MgCl2, and 0.5 mM DTT). All subsequent
reactions as described (Jackman et al., 1995). Histone H1 phosphor-steps were carried out at 48C. Cells were allowed to swell for 10
ylation was measured using phosphocellulose filters (Pierce) andmin in 20 ml hypotonic buffer per plate, and excess buffer was
determining Cerenkov counts in a scintillation counter.removed. At this stage, mitotic cells were lost because they de-
As a control, negligible amounts of histone H1 kinase activity weretached from the substratum under hypotonic conditions. Interphase
detected in identically isolated fractions from lysates of Sf9 cellscells still attaching to the substratum were scraped off the plates
that had been infected with wild-type baculovirus or Cdc2/Cdk2and disrupted with 25 strokes in a dounce homogenizer (Wheaton)
recombinant baculoviruses, indicating that histone H1 kinase activ-using a loose-fitting pestle. Nuclei were pelleted at 4000 rpm for 5
ity in gel filtration fractions was due to expression of human cyclin/min in an Eppendorf 5415C centrifuge. The supernatant was used
Cdk’s. Histone H1 kinase activities of gel filtration elution profilesfor a preparation of the cytosolic extract. Pelleted nuclei were resus-
indicated that cyclin A/Cdk2 and cyclin B1/Cdc2 migrated at a vol-pended and washed three times in phosphate-buffered saline and
ume corresponding to an molecular mass of approximately 150 kDa.finally pelleted at 5000 rpm for 5 min. Excess supernatant was re-
Cyclin E/Cdk2 migrated as a complex of approximately 140 kDa.moved, and pelleted nuclei were resuspended in the residual vol-
Western blot analysis showed the presence of the relevant cyclinume. Concentrations of nuclei were determined with a hemocy-
in each of the partially purified cyclin–Cdk complexes and confirmed
tometer.
that each partially purified cyclin–Cdk complex contained only one
human cyclin (data not shown).
Preparation of Cell-Free Extracts This purification protocol resulted in an enrichment of cyclin–Cdk
Cytosolic supernatant from the preparation of nuclei was recentri- activity of approximately 50,000 for each cyclin/Cdk from infected
fuged at 20,000 3 g in a Sorvall SS34 rotor for 30 min and frozen insect cell lysates with specific histone H1 kinase activities of 2.5
in liquid N2. Cytosolic extracts contained 9–11 mg/ml protein, deter- nmol/min/mg for cyclin B1/Cdc2 (40 mg protein/ml), 6.2 nmol/min/
mined with the Bio-Rad protein assay and bovine serum albumin mg for cyclin A/Cdk2 (25 mg/ml), and 0.3 nmol/min/mg for cyclin
as a standard. E/Cdk2 (25 mg/ml).
For the preparationof nuclearextracts, pelleted nuclei wereresus- Fractions containing cyclin-dependent histone H1 kinase activity
pended at 1.5 3 108 nuclei/ml in hypotonic buffer containing a final were frozen in liquid N2 and stored at 2808C after bovine serum
concentration of 0.4 M NaCl. Nuclear proteins were extracted for albumin had been added to a concentration of 5 mg/ml.
90 min at 48C. Nuclear material was pelleted for 30 min at 14,000
rpm in an Eppendorf 5415C centrifuge. The supernatant was directly DNA Synthesis Reactions In Vitro
used and freshly prepared for each experiment. Nuclear extracts Standard nuclear DNA synthesis reactions contained 30 ml of cyto-
solic extracts and up to 10 ml of nuclear extract or of a preparationcontained 7–9 mg/ml protein.
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of recombinant proteins. When smaller volumes were used, the (1990). Cell cycle control of DNA replication by a homologue from
human cells of the p34cdc2 protein kinase. Science 250, 786–791.remaining volume was adjusted to thefinal 10 ml by extraction buffer.
Reactions further contained 10 ml of a buffered nucleotide mix (yield- Draetta, G.F. (1994). Mammalian G1 cyclins. Curr. Opin. Cell Biol.
ing final concentrations of 40 mM K–HEPES [pH 7.8]; 7 mM MgCl2; 6, 842–846.
3 mM ATP; 0.1 mM each of GTP, CTP, UTP; 0.1 mM each of dATP,
Dulic, V., Lees, E., and Reed, S.I. (1992). Association of humandGTP, and dCTP; 0.25 mM biotin-16-dUTP; 0.5 mM DTT; 40 mM
cyclin E with a periodic G1-S phase protein kinase. Science 257,
creatine phosphate; and 5 mg phosphocreatine kinase [all Boeh-
1958–1961.
ringer Mannheim]). In nuclear coincubation experiments, 1 3 106
Girard, F., Strausfeld, U., Fernandez, A., and Lamb, N. (1991). Cyclinnuclei were used as specified, and in other experiments, 0.4–0.6 3
A is required for the onset of DNA replication in mammalian fibro-105 nuclei were used as substrates. For a quantitation of nuclear
blasts. Cell 67, 1169–1179.DNA synthesis, reactions also contained 1–2 mCi aP32-dATP, and
biotin-16-dUTP was replaced by 0.1 mM dTTP, or, for density substi- Harris, H., Watkins, J.F., Ford, C.E., and Schoefl, G.I. (1966). Artificial
tutions, by 0.1 mM BrdUTP (Sigma). The protein kinase inhibitor heterokaryons of animal cells from different species. J. Cell Sci. 1,
DMAP (Sigma) was used at 4 mM where indicated. Reactions were 1–30.
mixed on ice and started by transferring to 378C. Standard incu- Hartwell, L.H. (1974). Saccharomyces cerevisiae cell cycle. Bacter.
bation time was 2 hr unless stated otherwise. For fluorescence Rev. 38, 164–198.
microscopy, reactions were stopped by diluting with 500 ml phos-
Heichman, K.A., and Roberts, J.M. (1994). Rules to replicate by. Cell
phate-buffered saline at room temperature and were processed as
79, 557–562.
specified below. For quantitation of DNA synthesis, reactions were
Heintz, N.H., and Stillman, B.W. (1988). Nuclear DNA synthesis inblotted onto GF/C glass fiber filters; nucleic acids were precipitated
vitro is mediated by stable replication forks assembed in a tempo-in 10% TCA and washed, and the incorporated radioactive dNMPs
rally specific fashion in vivo. Mol. Cell Biol. 8, 1923–1931.were determined by scintillation counting.
Henglein, B., Chenivesse, X., Wang, J., Eick, D., and Bre´chot, C.
Analysis of Reaction Products (1994). Structure and cell cycle–regulated transcription of the human
Fluorescent labeling and fluorescence microscopy were performed cyclin A gene. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 91, 5490–5494.
exactly as described (Krude, 1995), using Hoechst 33258 to visualize Jackman, M., Firth, M., and Pines, J. (1995). Human cyclins B1 and
total DNA, fluorescein-conjugated antibodies to visualize BrdU-sub- B2 are localized to strikingly different structures: B1 to microtubules,
stituted DNA synthesized in vivo, and Texas red conjugated strep- B2 primarily to the Golgi apparatus. EMBO J. 14, 1646–1654.
tavidin to visualize biotinylated DNA synthesized in vitro. For each
Johnson, R.T., Downes, C.S., and Meyn, R.E. (1993). The synchroni-experiment, >1000 nuclei were scored to achieve statistical signifi-
zation of mammalian cells. In The Cell Cycle. A Practical Approach,cance.
P. Fantes, and R. Brooks, eds. (Oxford: IRL press at Oxford Univer-The percentages of nuclei initiated in the in vitro reaction were
sity press), pp. 1–24.calculated by the following equation:
Koff, A., Cross, F., Fisher, A., Schumacher, J., Phillipe, M., and
Pvitro 2 PS Roberts, J.M. (1991). Human cyclin E, a new cyclin that interactsPercentage of nuclei initiated 5 3 100%
100 2 PS with two members of the CDC2 gene family. Cell 66, 1217–1228.
Koff, A., Giordano, A., Desai, D., Yamashita, K., Harper, W., Elledge,in which Pvitro is the percentage of all nuclei incorporating label in
S., Nishimoto, T., Morgan, D., Franza, R., and Roberts, J. (1992).vitro. PS is the percentage of nuclei in the reaction that were already
Formation and activation of a cyclin E–cdk2 complex during the G1in S phase. PS was determined either by in vivo prelabeling (method
phase of the human cell cycle. Science 257, 1689–1693.1) orby subtracting from Pvitro of the reaction Pvitro of a control reaction
Krude, T. (1995). Chromatin assembly factor 1 (CAF-1) colocalizesthat allowed only elongation of replication in the presence of 4 mM
with replication foci in HeLa cell nuclei. Exp. Cell Res. 220, 304–311.DMAP (method 2). In control experiments, both methods yielded
identical results. For each experiment, the method used is specified Krude, T., Musahl, C., Laskey, R.T., and Knippers, R. (1996). Human
in the figure legend. These calculations are derived from those used replication proteins hCdc21, hCdc46 and P1Mcm3 bind chromatin
in cell fusion studies (Rao and Johnson, 1970). uniformly before S phase and are displaced locally during DNA
Density gradient centrifugation of purified nuclear DNA was per- replication. J. Cell Sci. 109, 309–318.
formed as detailed previously (Blow and Laskey, 1986; Leno et al., Lee, M.G., and Nurse, P. (1987). Complementation used to clone a
1992). human homologue of the fission yeast cell cycle control gene cdc2.
Nature 327, 31–35.
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